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Membership for 2008 – 265 

After several years of Chapter officer stability, this year saw quite a number of changes, 

both in personnel and positions.  At the top, Pete Clifford moved from Assistant Director to 

Director, with Kev Taylor returning to fill the Assistant Director position.  Sue Thomas took 



over as Secretary, and Dave Thomas became the new Membership Secretary.  In May Vince 

Fellows took on the positions of Photographer and Historian, the latter being filled for the 

first time since the year 2000.  July saw a new Area Representative – Derbyshire position 

created and taken by Ian Bennett. 

The team of Road Captains remained almost identical to last year, but as a way of 

‘generating and training’ new Road Captains, the position of Road Marshal was created.  

Anyone interested would hold this position for a year so as to gain experience in assisting 

and then leading a ride-out. 

The events programme was as big and as varied as ever.  To begin with, there were three 

weekenders, in Belgium, South Wales and the Yorkshire Moors / Dales, and a European tour 

ending at Lake Garda in time for the European Rally.  Next we have the ‘regulars’ – the 

Sherwood 9 Rally, Hoggin the Beaver V Rally, and the Hoggin the Bard II ride-out to 

Stratford-upon-Avon.  Add a wide range of Sunday ride-outs to scenic and / or historical 

places, an increasing number of other social activities, plus the midweek area ride-outs and 

you have an idea of what was on offer.  This year the regular Ladies of Harley Cream Tea 

ride-outs became known as the Men of Harley Cream Tea ride-outs.  It sounds different, but 

the format was exactly the same, with all members invited! 

The new Derbyshire area held its first meeting at the Denby Lodge, Denby Village on 22
nd

 

July.  The other area meetings remained at the regular places: North Nottinghamshire at the 

Oak Tree Public House, Mansfield, South Nottinghamshire / Leicestershire at the Hog’s 

Head, Awsworth and Lincolnshire at The Centurion, North Hykeham.  Chapter meetings 

continued at the Festival Inn, Trowell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.1 Members at the first Derbyshire Area meeting in July. 



Events Programme 

Date Event Type Destination 

    09/02/2008 Sherwood  Post Christmas Party Social Nottingham 

24/02/2008 Clay Pigeon Shooting Activity Bilsthorpe 

16/03/2008 New Riders / Blow the Dust Off Ride-out Rutland Waters 

24/03/2008 Hoggin the Bard II Ride-out Stratford-upon-Avon 

06/04/2008 Bateman's Brewery Ride-out Wainfleet 

12/04/2008 Men of Harley Cream Tea Ride-out Mystery 

19/04/2008 Ostend WW1 Battlefields Weekend Belgium 

07/05/2008 LOH - Ladies Only Ride Ride-out Mystery 

11/05/2008 Thetford Forest Ride-out Thetford 

18/05/2008 Beamish Open Air Museum Ride-out Beamish 

23/05/2008 South Wales Camp Weekend Neath 

08/06/2008 Legend of Robin Hood Poker Run Ride-out Derbyshire/Yorks/Notts 

14/06/2008 LOH - Ladies Only Ride Ride-out Mystery 

22/06/2008 Anderton Boat Lift Ride-out Anderton 

29/06/2008 National Mining Museum Ride-out Wakefield 

11/07/2008 Hoggin the Beaver V Rally Belvoir 

19/07/2008 Men of Harley Cream Tea Ride-out Mystery 

30/07/2008 International Scouts/Guides Camp Ride-out Lincolnshire Showground 

02/08/2008 LOH - Ladies Only Ride Ride-out Mystery 

03/08/2008 Swalesdale Ride-out Yorkshire 

09/08/2008 Men of Harley Cream Tea Ride-out Mystery 

09/08/2008 Summer Party Social Bolsover 

29/08/2008 Sherwood 9 Rally Rally Ancaster 

13/09/2008 Yorkshire Weekend Tour Weekend Yorkshire Moors & Dales 

20/09/2008 European Tour Tour / Rally Lake Garda 

19/10/2008 Pontcysyllte Aquaduct Ride-out Llangollen 

30/10/2008 AGM (Festival Inn) Meeting Nottingham 

01/11/2008 Mansfield Halloween Fancy Dress Social Mansfield 

06/12/2008 Christmas Party Social Mansfield 

16/12/2008 Christmas Party Social Derby 

20/12/2008 Christmas Bash Social Lincoln 

31/12/2008 Brass Balls Ride-out Mystery 

   

This year was the 105
th

 anniversary of Harley-Davidson and the 25
th

 anniversary of HOG.  To 

commemorate these dates, HOG UK organised a rally, held in July, at Butlins camp in 

Minehead.  On 11
th

 October, the first ‘Ride to the Wall’ (RTTW) was held at the National 

Memorial Arboretum near Burton-on-Trent.  The ride was to commemorate all Armed 

Forces personnel who had lost their lives since 1948.  Over 2,500 bikers took part, and the 

money raised, £10,500, was given to the Arboretum to help with the maintenance of the 

memorials and grounds.  Nearly fifty Sherwood bikes attended. 



Sadly, two members, Nolan Coyle and John Whitworth, passed away and will be greatly 

missed.  

Besides the reports on weekender trips, rallies (in foreign parts and the UK) and lots of 

interesting ride-outs, this year also included a Chapter wedding. 

  

This year’s selection of reported activities includes: 

a. Copy of the Hoggin the Brewery Ride-out report by Dave Thomas, taken from the 

0803 issue of the Q & Q. 

b. Copy of the Hoggin the Bard Ride-out report by Dai Gunter, taken from the 0803 

issue of the Q & Q. 

c. Copy of the New Riders / Training Day report by Vince Fellows, taken from the 0804 

issue of the Q & Q. 

d. Copy of the Ostend Battlefields and South Wales weekender reports by Dai Gunter, 

taken from the 0804 issue of the Q & Q. 

e. Copy of the Thetford Forest Ride-out and the Lincolnshire Bike Nights reports by 

Steve Cranston, taken from the 0804 and 0805 issues of the Q & Q. 

f. Copy of the Anderton Boat Lift Ride-out report by Steve Fox, taken from the 0805 

issue of the Q & Q. 

g. Copy of the marriage photograph of Jane and Darren, taken from the 0803 issue of 

the Q & Q. 

h. Copy of the My First Time on a Harley by Dawn Page, taken from the 0807 issue of 

the Q & Q. 

i. Copy of the First Year in Sherwood Chapter report by Tanya and Stuart Morgan, 

taken from the 0808 issue of the Q & Q. 

j. Copy of two Hoggin the Beaver V Rally reports by Steve Insley / Jeff and Kath Bayne, 

taken from the 0805 issue of the Q & Q. 

k. Copy of ‘The Rules of Bar Skittles’ by Ann Clark, taken from the 0807 issue of the Q & 

Q. 

l. Copy of the South Yorkshire Dales Ride-out report by Vince Fellows, taken from the 

0808 issue of the Q & Q. 

m. Copy of three Lake Garda Rally reports, by WingCo Dave (0809 issue) and a two part 

‘serial’ from Teresa Taylor and Dai Gunter (0901 issue) of the Q & Q. 

n. Copies of the Poacher International Scout and Guide Camp reports by Janet Guest, 

taken from the 0807 issue of the Q & Q, and the Poacher’s own newsletter. 

o. Copy of the obituaries to Nolan Coyle and John Whitworth, taken from the 0808 and 

0809 issues of the Q & Q. 

p. Copy of the Sherwood 9 Rally report by Dai Gunter, taken from the 0808 issue of the 

Q & Q. 

q. Copy of ‘The Brass Balls Run’ report by Steve Thraves, from the 0901 Q & Q. 



Hoggin the Brewery 

 
Although our Easter Monday ride-out has avoided the East Coast for a couple of years, 

Sherwood Chapter still feels the call of the mountains of East Lincolnshire.  People with new 

bikes, like Sam’s fabulous blue lightning machine and our new Heritage (new to us at least) 

probably felt that call most keenly.  On the Sunday after we collected our bike from Robin 

Hood, we joined the assembled throng at the Friendly Farmer at Newark.  After an 

obligatory coffee, Road Captain Sam York led the way down the A17, as we set off in 

glorious sunshine.  This stayed with us for most of the day, defying the weather forecast of 

sleet or snow showers. 

Andy and Vince Fellows joined us at Sleaford, bringing our numbers up to 8 bikes and 13 

bodies.  We had a great ride down through Boston and out towards the coast, with a left 

turn in the middle of Wainfleet into the Bateman’s Brewery Visitor Centre.  If you’ve been to 

the Bass Museum (or Coors Visitor Centre) in Burton, Bateman’s is at the opposite end of 

the brewing spectrum.  It is a small, family owned, independent brewery that makes only 

real ales.  The staff were very friendly and welcoming, the brewery tour was excellent, the 

sample half-pint of XB was really good, the carvery-style lunch was outstanding and the 

whole visit was most enjoyable.  To cap it all, Sue and I were greeted by some former 

neighbours from Nottingham who now live in Wainfleet and had gone to the brewery for 

their own Sunday lunch. 

On some ride-outs, the ride back home can be a bit of an anti-climax, but Vince’s local 

knowledge came to the fore as we rode back to Sleaford via some winding country lanes. 

Sue and I both thought that it was a great ride-out; partly because it was our first chapter 

trip on our Heritage, but also because the routes, the destination and the company of 

chapter members worked together to make me want to do this ride again.  

 

Dave Thomas 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.2 Bateman's Brewery.  (VF) 

Figure 11.3 Group on arrival.  (VF) 

Figure 11.4 Start of the tour.  (VF) 



Hoggin the Bard II 

 
Up early, checking out the weather, looking good – blue skies, cool, dry, no frost, no snow..!  

I reversed the Harley out of the garage.  Fifteen minutes later, Del and I were at the Friendly 

Farmer where there were about 15 other Harleys waiting.  We picked up a similar number at 

Saxondale and we were heading for our next rendezvous.  At Leicester Forrest East there 

were at least thirty Harleys, all tanked up and waiting patiently.  Pete Clifford, Glenn Page 

and I had broken away from the pack to reach the services and get the group there ready to 

join the main ride-out as they 

passed on the M1.  Like 

clockwork, the two groups 

merged and the ride-out of 55 

Harleys continued on to 

Draycote reservoir, the first 

(and only) stop en route to 

Stratford-upon-Avon.  Coffee 

and teas were gratefully 

received as the blue skies had 

turned overcast and there was 

definitely the scent of snow in 

the air.  As we left the 

reservoir, snow began to fall, 

albeit lightly.  I guess the good 

thing is that if the snow had 

been rain, then we would 

have gotten wet.  Minutes later it was dry again and the clouds, still heavy, ceased 

precipitation.  We followed Darren through delightful roads that on a summer’s day would 

have been fabulous, but this day, we just had to settle for great. 

The number of Road Captains that turned up was few, so those of us who were marshalling 

the ride-out had a bit of work to do.  We managed to keep the ride-out pretty much intact 

(well we didn’t lose anybody), and we all rode into the Holiday Inn car park in Stratford as 

one group. 

 

The stroll through Will 

Shakespeare’s hometown 

was rather pleasant, and 

as we headed for the 

secret Cornish pasty 

shop, we saw the Great 

Western Chapter arrive 

and a few other 

stragglers from III Rivers 

too. We spent a little 

time in a pub (drinking 

coffee) and sheltering 

from the storm – there 

Figure 11.5 Arrival at the Holiday Inn car park 

Figure 11.6 Will Shakespeare's birthplace 



was a slight flurry of snow, and then we decided to head back to the bikes as we had agreed 

to saddle up by 3pm.  Along the way we bumped into brothers & sisters from III Rivers and 

Great Western Chapters.  After a bit of a chin-wag it was time to get back on the bikes and 

head home.  The ride home was excellent.  Darren had chosen the old Fosse Way (that’s an 

olde Romano via (old Roman road– impressed?).  We had bright sunshine all the way back, 

we couldn’t have asked for more.  After a short stop at a services area, a group of us headed 

off to Hooters for some snap – all you can eat chicken wings for £6.99.  I finally arrive home 

around 8:30pm finding that Lincoln had seen some snow.   

A great day out, followed by an hour or so of washing down the Harley.  Over 100 Harleys 

found their way to Stratford, and in addition to the Great Western, III Rivers & Sherwood 

Chapters, there were also back patches from Rutland, Nene Valley, Peak Riders & Aire 

Valley.  Fantastic, this event is definitely going to be a national attraction very quickly. 

For those of you who didn’t turn up – why not?  Riding… it’s what you bought the Harley for 

right? 

 

Dai 
Figure 11.7 Hoggin the Bard II report. 

 

 
         Figure 11.8 What it was like joining Sherwood Chapter. 



New Riders Training Session and Ride-Out 
 

On a nice warm Saturday (31st May), Sherwood Chapter 

organized a training day for anyone new to riding a Harley 

Davidson in order to show and explain how to ride safely in 

a large group, the ‘Second Man Drop-off’ and the ‘Buddy’ 

system.  At 1200hrs there were approximately 20 

newcomers at the Robin Hood shop, all intent on learning 

how to get the maximum enjoyment out of riding their new 

Harley-Davidson.  

Together with 10 plus regulars, it made a good crowd to 

witness the presentation made by Director Pete to Nick 

Colledge, the shop general manager, on his departure to 

pastures new, (actually working for Harley- Davidson 

itself!!) 

Pete then explained the plan for the day.  We were to ride down to the embankment in 

Nottingham where it was wide and quiet enough to safely set out some bikes in the stagger 

formation, explain the way we do things on a ride-out and answer any questions.  We would 

then take a ride-out to Tur Langton for refreshments at the Crown Inn.  During the ride back, 

the official part of the ride-out would terminate once we reached the A46.  As engines fired 

into life, the regulars arranged themselves at the front, behind Pete, to act as drop-offs for 

the journey to the embankment.  By making use of drop-offs on entering and leaving 

junctions and islands, we all managed to arrive at the embankment together.  Pete and Dai 

gave explanations of the riding formation, ‘two second rule’ and the need to think about 

safety at all times.  The stationary formation was viewed and the respective roles of the lead 

and tail riders were given, together with the second man drop-off and the buddy system for 

keeping the rider immediately behind in sight at all times. 

 It was then time to put the training into action.  Regular riders were used to get the group 

out of Nottingham and then, once in the country, the new riders were given the chance to 

act as drop-off.  We all enjoyed an excellent run down to, and through, Melton Mowbray 

and along the twisty B6047 to Tur Langton. The Crown is a typical country pub with a nice 

area to sit out the back.  The only disappointment was the time it took to be served – over 

30 minutes for those unfortunate to be at the back of the line! 

As a regular I thoroughly enjoyed the day and, by talking to several of the newer riders, it 

would appear that the experience had been much appreciated and enjoyed by them also! 

Well done to those who had organized and carried out the training, and congratulations to 

the new riders for joining us on the day. We hope to see you all again very soon. 

 

Vince 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.9 Presentation on Nick's departure. 

Figure 11.10 Training session. 



 
Figure 11.11 Report on the Ostend weekend. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
Figure 11.11 Collage of photographs from Ostend. 

 

 



Anderton Boat Lift Ride-Out 
 

The time – 0830, the place – Pegg’s car park, Mansfield, Woodhouse, weather – wonderful, 

warm, and sunny – everything anyone could ask for when travelling with Ian Bennett on one 

of his Sunday jaunt’s around the country!  

Dick, Gill, Alan ‘Leapy’ Lee, Wilson, and myself, met up for an interesting day out with the 

intention being a nice steady 180 mile cruise into wildest Cheshire to see a structure which 

had stood since Victorian Times – in all weathers – only being closed when, in the early 70’s 

it threatened to fall down. (remember that last bit –it’s 

important!) 

Setting off for Tesco’s at Heanor – Mansfield was quiet, and having ridden several times with 

Ian on previous occasions – wondered exactly where we would end up – and, more 

importantly – how would we get there!! 

9.30 – Tesco’s and having fuelled up and gotten Glen his Piriton (that’s anti-histamine tablets 

for hay fever folks) – about 20 machines headed out into what should have been a nice steady 

ride – no problems etc. Trouble was – Mother Nature was having none of it!! 

As we headed into the hills just after Belper, a slight breeze (which was going to finish up as 

a small Hurricane, was starting to make the journey with us.) We all battled on towards the 

fleshpots of Ashbourne at a steady 50mph forwards and 20 mph sideways – being mindful of 

the local rozzers habit of using unmarked vehicles to provide us all with memento’s of the 

occasion. Through Ashbourne and out into the sticks – I was hoping we would head for 

Oakamoor and a day at Alton Towers, but this wasn’t to be the case – and bang on schedule 

(well to within 20 minutes!) we all arrived somewhat windswept at the Churnet Valley 

railway – where various refreshments were taken with relish – and the smokers amongst us 

managed to calm our nerves! 

Just as we left – I noticed that the bikes were indeed causing a bit of a stir amongst the day 

visitors – upsetting the local MG Owners Club who had turned up to show off their prides 

and joy – deep and terrible shame that one – hey ho. 

1130 – Benno got us rolling again – sadly by now Plod had closed the road in front of us – so 

we all had to turn round – now I remember what the Instructor meant – feet off the floor – 

plenty of revs – he never mentioned the wind!!!!!!!!!!! 

Safely round – we set off through the open countryside towards the Boat lift – it seemed to 

take hours – mainly due to the extra few miles we had had to negotiate due to Her Majesties 

Finest – but – once Jodrill Bank appeared in the distance – I knew we were getting close. 

Figure 11.12 Anderton Boat Lift group. (VF) 



Arriving at the Boat lift – we had about an hour - 

Those of us who had arranged to ride up and down 

on it were a bit disappointed because due to the 

wind – it had closed!!! – 2 World Wars, Rust, 120 

yrs of almost continual use – and this wonder of 

engineering is shut 

by nothing more than a stiff breeze – oh well c’est 

la vie.  

Because of this – and some rather ominous black 

cloud formations – we all pulled away a bit earlier 

than planned – having described to numerous 

visitors – the joys of riding in decent weather – and 

the pitfalls of riding under what was quickly 

gathering above us!!! 

Still, we set off and managed to block up the local 

petrol station whilst we did our bit for the oil 

companies profit. – By now the weather was turning 

a bit chilly – and what with the wind – it was 

beginning to be a bit of a drag – we could see the 

hills as we headed back to Derbyshire seemingly 

miles away – and they never seemed to get any closer – such fun riding through debris from 

trees and such – 

Just as we got into Congleton – the rain started – like an idiot – I had no waterproofs – and so 

was REALLY looking forwards to the remaining 50 or so miles home with a dripping crotch 

– however – help was at hand – it just started to get boring when – joy of joys – the ice cream 

farm (it was June remember!!!) appeared in the distance – so we all scuttled in to partake of 

tea / coffee and the braver souls – ice cream (brrr). 

An hour or so there whilst the weather improved and we warmed through – life seemed a bit 

better – so we all agreed to stay together until Buxton – then head off 

on our respective routes. 

A fabulous if not windy day out – and everyone enjoyed it immensely - only hampered by the 

lousy weather – however – this is England in June – so we should be used to it. 

Big thanks to Ian for arranging and leading it – Pete and Carole for making sure no one got 

left behind and for all of those of us who were between them – hopefully next time it’ll be 

warmer 

Rode Safe and had Fun!!! 

Steve Fox 

Figure 11.14 Anderton Boat Lift report. 

 

                   NOLAN ‘NOGGIN’ COYLE 

 

Nolan Coyle, a founder member of Sherwood Chapter, sadly passed 

away earlier this month. 

 

Nolan’s funeral took place at Gilrose Crematorium, Leicester on 15th
 

October. 
 

Our sympathies go out to Nolan’s family. 

Figure 11.13 The Anderton Boat Lift - CLOSED! (VF) 



South Yorkshire Dales Ride-Out August 2008 

This was another early rise because the M1 Tibshelf Services northbound was the starting point.   

Yvonne and I left home at 0730 hrs in order to meet Jackie and Will at the Friendly Farmer.  Peter (B) 

was due to meet us there but then rang to say he was going directly to Tibshelf.  Mollie and Ed were 

also a possible arrival but this did not happen.  As we prepared to leave, Del and Dai passed and 

pulled in, so making a trio of bikes.  On arrival at the Mansfield by-pass we filled up at the Shell 

garage opposite the Sherwood pub and left with 15 minutes to get to Tibshelf.  On a Sunday morning 

with very little traffic that should have been no problem.  However, we had not counted on every 

traffic light being on red, and there was a hell of a lot of them!  Consequently, we arrived at Tibshelf 

five minutes late, and after a 

steady cruise round the car 

parks it was obvious that they 

had gone! 

“Catch them at the second 

pick-up (next services)” said 

Will, so the chase was on.  As 

we rode along the M1 (at the 

speed limit of course) I was 

thinking about the 

information Ian had put on 

the website.  I remembered 

that it said the second pick-

up was a ‘roll through’ with 

anyone simply joining on as 

they rode through the Service area.  Not much chance of making any time there then!  As expected, 

no one was there when we arrived, so off we went again, heading north.  We were up past 

Wakefield when I noticed Dai charging up.  “Have you got a map?” he asked at speed.  I always carry 

an A5 size map in the pannier so I pulled off at the next exit so that we could sort something out.  I 

could remember that the first stop was at Ilkley and then along the Wharfdale valley for Bolton 

Abbey and Hawes, but after that it was the highest pub in GB for lunch and nothing else!  

Fortunately, Ilkley was on my small map so we could look for a route.  As we needed to pass the 

Leeds Bradford airport, Dai’s idea was to follow those signs to get round Leeds and then pick up the 

A65 for Ilkley.  This we did successfully, stopping at the first petrol station in Ilkley.  On leaving, we 

were passing through Ilkley when an eagle-eyed Del spotted some Harleys in Booth’s car park.  A 

quick turn around, and once inside the car park, we could recognise that the bikes belonged to 

Sherwood riders.  We had caught them!! 

After a quick cup of coffee we were off again, but now in the middle of ten other bikes.  Time to 

relax – not!  As usual, Ian’s route was up and down and round and round.  The scenery was 

beautiful, at least what I could see of it as my eyes were kept mainly on the road!  Bananaman 

reckoned that his back wheel slid on one of the many cattle grids we passed over, but I think he had 

been careless and let a banana skin fall.  Just before reaching Tan Hill Inn, the highest pub in Great 

Britain, we had to negotiate two of the sharpest and most inclined bends I’ve seen for a long time.  

Figure 11.15 Group at the highest pub in the UK - Tan Hill. (VF) 



On the way down were a large group of 

Aire Valley Chapter riders who had been 

held by Dai in order that we could get up 

first.  Many of them and a few of us made 

it Pimms o’clock; but they declined (TV 

advert 1). 

Tan Hill is a bit bleak but they do have 

good widow frames and doors (TV advert 

2).  Inside the pub is as you would expect, 

but when you walk through to the back 

there is a large barn type room giving 

plenty of space for a group of riders.  A 

nice lunch and a drink refreshed everyone 

enough to line up for the obligatory ‘team photo’.  A friendly biker offered to take the shot so that I 

could get on one for a change.  Cheers mate.  That is, until I checked it.  Nice picture of his helmet on 

the floor, but not of us.  Check the group photograph and you will see who is missing (as usual). 

Once off the ‘top’, the weather became quite warm, so when we pulled in for petrol at Marsham, 

most of us took the opportunity to remove a few clothes, (but not as many as some did at the 

Beaver!)  On leaving the garage I was behind Peter (B).  After a while there appeared to be 

something odd about his bike but I couldn’t put my finger on it.  A little time after and a tap on the 

shoulder from Yvonne with “There’s no number plate on that bike in front” solved my problem.  It 

must have come off on the ride from the inn to the garage because photographic evidence proved 

that it was still on at the inn car park!  Peter is having no luck at the moment (remember Cadwell 

Park).  The last section riding together was on to Ripon, then the A1M, leaving at exit 42 to get to the 

Squires Biker Cafe.  This was the end point of the ride although anyone who wished to could follow 

Ian back to Tibshelf Services.  So, after the usual farewells, individuals or small groups left to make 

their own way home.  The three original bikes at the Friendly Farmer started together and finished 

together, riding down the A1 before turning towards Lincoln on the A57. 

It had been an excellent day out, having everything from a chase, to good company, brilliant scenery 

and weather that got better as the day progressed.  An unlucky number for some, but the ‘Baker’s 

Dozen’ of bikes on this ride-out were the lucky ones (that’s 13 for anyone who does not know Mr 

Baker).  Thank you to everyone, especially Ian for another spectacular ride. 

Vince Fellows 

Figure 11.17 Report on the ride to the highest pub in Great Britain. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.16 Meal time at the Tan Hill pub. (VF) 



Congratulations 

Darren & Jane 

 
Congratulations to Darren 

James & Jane Confrey. 

Darren & Jane tied the knot 

on the 14th March at 

Newark Register Office and 

a medieval banquet 

followed at Tales of Robin 

Hood in Nottingham. 

 

 

 

 

 

Thetford Ride-Out 

 

 
Figure 11.19 Group in Thetford Forest (VF) 

On 11th May, warm, sunny weather brought a good turnout of 25 bikes from throughout 

the Chapter area to Thetford Forest in Norfolk.  Leaving from the Friendly Farmer at 

Newark, this was a ‘just right’ 220 miler taking in Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk plus 

a front wheel into Suffolk. 

There are plenty of quiet twisting cambered roads through Norfolk, with water filled dykes a 

few feet away to keep the concentration. Thetford Forest – worth taking a detour for and 

the excellent Farm Café stop on the A17 near Gedney not for the first time proved great 

value with the added bonus of lightening quick service. 

It could be said that this part of the UK lacks some of visual impact of say the Peak District or 

the Dales, however at one stage we rode for 20 miles on a smooth, meandering A class road 

without seeing another vehicle ahead of us. Add good riding standards from all participants, 

this friendly bunch of Sherwood members helped make it a great day out. 

 

Steve Cranston & Roger Williams 

Figure 11.20 Report of the Thetford ride-out. 

Figure 11.18 Marriage of Jane and Darren. 



 

 

Figure 11.21 The Sherwood report on meeting the Poacher. 

Now read what appeared in the guides and scouts own newsletter. 



Thunder on the Roads of 
Poacher 
 
On Wednesday night you may have heard the thunder of the 
Sherwood Chapter motor biking group riding through Poacher.  
The bikes or “Hogs”, as they like to call them, which the 
Sherwood Chapter ride, are all Harley Davidson bikes.  The 
group have over 300 members in the UK and over one million 
worldwide.  The group were invited to Poacher by one of their 
female Hog riders Janet, who also happens to be one of the 
Activity Team Leaders here at Poacher. The group travel all 
around the world including Europe and also locally around 
Lincoln and Nottingham.  Next year they plan to travel to the USA 
in particular to drive down the Hog Riders dream road, Route 66 
from Chicago to Los Angeles.  One of the riders said “The 
reason I love to ride is the lifestyle that comes along with the bike.  To look back at all the places 
I’ve adventured to and the amount of friends that I’ve met truly shares many values that are in 
Scouting and Guiding.” 
 
Figure 11.22 This article is from the Lincolnshire Poacher Guides and Scouts own newsletter. 

 

My First Time on a Harley. 
As I am confined to a wheelchair I 

thought it would not be possible to 

experience the joy of riding on a Harley, 

but Darren had a cunning plan. After a 

few practices lifting Janice (Dex's sister) 

on and off Darren's bike it looked 

possible that I might be able (with the 

help of Glenn and some velcro) ride on a 

bike again. Darren suggested a quiet 

rendezvous at my house on 

Saturday for a test ride. I was feeling 

very nervous, but excited - even more so when another 11 of my extended “Sherwood family” 

arrived for the occasion! Once I was seated on the bike Paul suggested that 60 yards of Velcro 

around me, Darren and the bike would do the job but in the end we only needed to secure my 

feet to the bike. Helmets on, Radio 1 blasting out and 

we were off on a fantastic warm and sunny ride-out 

to the American Diner on the A1. My initial nerves 

soon disappeared after the first few bends (I was still 

on the bike) and I had an absolutely great time. I 

can’t thank Darren enough for making this possible 

and Glenn for providing backup in the car. Thanks 

also to everyone who came along and made the day 

even better. 

Special thanks to Darren 

Dawn 

Figure 11.23 A brave lady gets the Chapter support! 



 

         Figure 11.24 Two reports on Hoggin the Beaver V. 

 



 

Figure 11.25 Steve’s thoughts on the best two Lincolnshire Bike Nights of the year. 

 

The Magnificent Seven Ride Again... 

                                                                             ...Wales Weekender 

 
Seven hardy Harleys turned up 

on a bright but overcast Friday 

for the long ride down to Wales.  

Twiggy (and future son-in-law, 

Johnny), Vince, Andy, Eric, 

Terry, Pete & myself (Del 

decided to drive down after we 

had some problems fitting our 

throw-over bags to the bike). 

Warm enough, I trusted in the 

weather to keep my jeans dry 

for all of the 230 miles… I was 

not disappointed, it rained only 



twice en route.  The first shower at Birmingham soaked us, but the warm sunshine dried us 

out by the time we reach Strencham services.  After a coffee and fuel, and Welsh visas at 

the ready, we passed the Welsh border, only to be welcomed by another shower. We had to 

stop to top up the peanut tank on Andy’s Sporty, so we sheltered for a while.  Forty five 

minutes later, we braved the rain and headed west for the Heads-of-the-Valleys road.  A 

little damp, the coast looked a little brighter and as we arrived at the campsite, it was dry 

again.  Steve & Tina, our hosts at the campsite, welcomed us with a cup of coffee and then 

showed us to the field where we pitched our abodes.  By the time we set up camp, it was 

time for a beer, so down the road we strolled to the local pub.  Twiggy struck a deal with the 

landlord for his Harveys Bristol Cream Sherry and the rest of us gulped down the Brains 

(bitter) and lager. Thirst quenched, we headed for the chippy and filled our bellies after 

some crack with the chip-shop owner. Sherwood Chapter members now get a 2-for-1 deal 

at the chippy..!   

Saturday was a scorcher, and we were joined by our old friend Andy “Chalkie” White and 

Great Western Chapter lads Paul Bromhead & Andy Peate.  10 Harleys rumbled to the 

Gower Peninsula headed by Chalkie. Our first stop was unscheduled as Andy Fellows had a 

spot of bother with his jiffy stand 

sensor. With a little help from 

Twiggy, the Sporty was back on 

form again and we were back on 

the road. We stopped at Rhossili 

Bay where we took some 

sustenance and then made our 

way to the Mumbles where a cone 

full of Joe’s ice-cream was more 

than welcome.  Saturday night we 

had a BBQ at the campsite, joined 

by Steve & Tina and with a small 

contingent of South Africans 

joining the group, nice bit of 

cooking Pete..! 

Sunday was windy and a bit damp, so a smaller group headed off to the Brecon Beacons via 

the Treochy and Rhondda Valley.  We stopped at a small restaurant for some sugar for Terry 

(he needed his fix!) and then after filling bellies, we were riding down the sunny Swansea 

Valley back to the site.  Sunday evening was a night out in Neath. We had a meal in the 

‘prestigious’ Castle Hotel and then a few beers in the St Ives pub.  We decided an early night 

was the preferred option and so we were back at the campsite before midnight as we were 

to strike the tents early to beat the impending heavy rain forecast for Monday morning.  The 

ride home was memorable; a little wetness from the road as we rode over the 

Heads-of-the-Valleys once more, but the main hassle was from the wind – the lads without 

screens now have bigger muscles than Arnie Schwartzeneger. 

Thanks to Steve & Tina for their hospitality and the lads who turned up to support 

the weekender. 

 

Dai 

Figure 11.26 The Welsh weekender report. 



 

        Figure 11.27 Obituaries to John Whitworth. 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

    Figure 11.28 European Rally report from Lake Garda. 



 

         Figure 11.29 No excuses now girls as you have been warned! 

 

 



 

           Figure 11.30 Sherwood 9 Rally report. 

Now follows the second report on the Lake Garda Rally.  It is in two parts, ‘The Journey’ by 

Teresa Taylor, and ‘The Rally’ by Dai Gunter.  Then... 



 

 

 

  



 

  



 

      Figure 11.31 Teresa’s part of the story to Lake Garda. 

  



 

  



 

 

  



 

    Figure 11.32 Dai’s part of the rally at Lake Garda. 

And when you thought it was all over, there was more! 

       Figure 11.33 Part three ‘After the Rally’, thanks to Tracey and Clive.  



The last ride-out of the year, on the last day of the year, New Year’s Eve! 

 

        Figure 11.34 Report of the last ride-out of the year. 



 

Selection Of Other 

Photographs 

 

 

 

Figure 11.35 Group at the Ace Cafe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.36 Poker Run at Sherwood Forest                                        Figure 11.37 Gathering for Hoggin the Bridge 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.38 Reeth in the Yorkshire 

Dales. 

 

 

 


